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(3) A and B have no kinship relation, (Seniority is counted
according to age and social status):
(A)	C is a relative of A,
 (a)	—III or personal name,
 (b)	—III or personal name,
 (c)	A<B—I or III
A=B—III
A>B—III or IV
(B)	C is a relative of B,
 (a)	—III or personal name,
 (b)	—III or personal name,
 (c)	A<B—IV
A=B—III or IV
A>B—II, III or IV
In the contexts listed above, A and B are in direct conver-
sation while C is indirectly referred to. There is another type
of context in which A addresses C taking B as the centre of
reference. I have already pointed this out in the case of a
child for whom somebody else is acting as spokesman. His
mother addresses her father-in-law as DJADJA, grandfather,
for the child. In these contexts, A is speaking not as himself
or herself but for somebody else. But this must not be
confused with the terms used in direct address.
3. TERMS TO DESCRIBE RELATIONSHIPS
Terms of this type differ from those of the above types in
that the latter refer to particular persons and the former
refer to relationships as such. A child calls his mother mma
but the relationship between them is described as NITZE
(son) and njian (mother).
These terms are also used, as shown in the above section,
in indirect reference. For instance, a child may be asked by
a senior, " How is your njian ? " or " Is his njian well ? " In
such a case, a pronoun is usually added, unless in a context
no confusion can be made.
The general term for * describing relationship may be
" classificatory," because there may be a group of persons
related to ego in similar relationships. For example, if there
are two father's younger brothers, the relationship existing

